1. VERIFY NUMBER OF VEHICLES PER GREEN AT 3 OVERHEAD SIGN PANEL.

TABLE OF DISTANCES BETWEEN LETTER AND OBJECT LEFTS

"2 VEHICLES" D; "PER GREEN" D; "EACH LANE" D:
2.25" RADIUS. 0.88" BORDER. 0.63" INDENT. BLACK ON WHITE:
RS 10-29b. 2 VEHICLES PER GREEN EACH LANE:

TABLE OF DISTANCES BETWEEN LETTER AND OBJECT LEFTS

"1 VEHICLE" D; "PER GREEN" D; "EACH LANE" D:
2.25" RADIUS. 0.88" BORDER. 0.63" INDENT. BLACK ON WHITE:
RS 10-29a. 1 VEHICLE PER GREEN EACH LANE:

NOTES:
1. VERIFY NUMBER OF VEHICLES PER GREEN WITH TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT DIVISION.